and Taymaz, Eyidogan & Jackson (1991b) recently presented teleseismic body-waveform inversion results for a large number of earthquakes from the 1960's to the mid 1980's. Their (1991a) paper covers the northern Aegean region; their (1991b) paper covers southeast Turkey. As a result of these studies, they proposed radical revisions to existing ideas concerning tectonic deformation senses and rates in these actively-deforming regions, which will have interested the many people who work there. For example, they suggested a new scheme for the Aegean involving networks of pivoting fault-bounded blocks to explain their (1991a) results for coseismic slip sense. Their (1991b) slip sense observations led indirectly, via discussion of closure of plate-velocity vector triangles, to the result that right-lateral slip rate on the North Anatolian fault in northern Turkey 'must' be at least 38 mm yr-' and may be as high as 48 mm yr-', higher values than previously suggested. These deductions depend on the source orientations from their waveform inversions being reliable.
This comment shows that one of their teleseismic SH waveforms was modelled upside-down. As a result, their waveform inversion results for this earthquake are invalid. This comment suggests a possible reason why this seismogram was modelled upside-down, and examines the extent to which this problem may affect their solutions for other earthquakes. Most of them may be affected, and should consequently be checked carefully by the original authors. Some of their slip-vector azimuths were also derived incorrectly from their source orientations, although the discrepancies are never larger than a few degrees.
Assuming dip 6, strike 4, and rake 3c of a fault plane are known, derivation of slip-vector azimuth is a simple, exact calculation (see, e.g. eq. 2.26 of Westaway 1989) . There is no need for any error, however small.
The convention for SH-wave seismograms (see 9 k i & Richards 1980, p. 114) defines as positive-polarity ground motion to the right when looking along the ray path away from an earthquake source. In the waveform-inversion method used by Taymaz et al. (1991a, b) this polarity is represented with SH pulses displayed upward. Fig. 1 shows some of their observed and predicted SH seismograms at stations of the World Wide Standard Seismograph Network (WWSSN) for one of the largest earthquakes studied: the predominantly strike-slip Aegean event of 1968 February 19 (surface-wave magnitude M, -7.2; seismic moment M, -30 X 10l8 Nm). Their observed and synthetic seismograms for station WIN both show negative polarity of the initial SH pulse, whereas their waveforms for nearby station BUL show both with positive polarity instead. This apparent polarity reversal requires a nodal surface of this SH-wave radiation pattern between these two stations, and will thus have contributed substantially to constraining the source orientation in their (1991a) study. Propagation to both stations was almost due south, with signal arriving towards azimuth 177" at BUL and 187" at WIN. SH signal at these stations is thus predominantly on the east-component records. calibrated. Fig. 2(c) shows the record header. This confirms the upward orientation of eastward ground motion, and does not mention any equipment problem that might affect calibration. This record thus shows a clear S-wave signal with its initial pulse to the east. Given that east is to the left when looking along this southward ray path, this initial S pulse is to the left. The polarity of this predominantly SH-wave signal is thus negative. The SH-wave seismogram for BUL that Taymaz et al. (1991a) have modelled as having positive polarity (Fig. 1) is thus upside-down.
To investigate the effect that this upside-down record at BUL had on Taymaz et al's (1991a) waveform inversion, I carried out my own inversion for source parameters of this earthquake using WWSSN data. Their solution had r#~ 221", 670" A-180", centroid focal depth 15km, and M, 34.5 x 10'8Nm. Mine had r#J 221", 6 89" A-193", centroid focal depth 12 km, and M , 29.4 X 10l8 Nm instead. Now that an SH-wave nodal surface is no longer constrained to pass just west of BUL, the source orientation has adjusted substantially, enabling the true observed negative SH polarity at BUL to be matched by the synthetic (Fig. 3) . However, apart from BUL, the match to other stations is not much affected. Although these two source orientations are substantially different, both happen to have the same slip-vector azimuth: N41"E.
I chose this particular example seismogram for two reasons. First, it was the first in their data set that I noticed to be upside-down. Second, it is for one of the largest and most significant earthquakes that they studied, and invalidates their analysis of this crucial event. Rather than re-analysing all the seismograms that they used, or listing other upside-down examples individually, I will suggest a possible reason that leads to a method for roughly estimating the overall extent to which their data set is corrupted.
At most WWSSN stations, teleseismic body waves arrive oblique to the northward and eastward azimuths of the two horizontal-component records. To obtain SH waveforms in these circumstances it is necessary to digitize both horizontal S-wave components, and resolve the component of their vector sum in the horizontal direction perpendicular to this 1 BUL SH 176 59 azimuth. It is straightforward to numerically automate the procedure for doing this, in order to guarantee orientation consistent with the polarity convention. However, if the S wave arrives subperpendicular to one of the two horizontal component records, the SH-wave signal is predominantly on this component. There may then be little point in spending time digitizing the other component, and it may be considered acceptable to use such a single horizontal component as an SH-wave record. However, this is only valid if one orients its polarity to be consistent with the convention. As already noted, for a signal arriving southward, SH is equivalent to the east-component S-wave with polarity reversed. For a signal arriving northward, SH is equivalent to the east-component S-wave with polarity unchanged. For a signal arriving eastward, SH is equivalent to the north-component S-wave with polarity reversed. For a signal arriving westward, SH is equivalent to the north-component S-wave with polarity unchanged. The upside-down example from BUL appears to have arisen because a single-component record was used as an SH-wave record, but its polarity was not treated correctly.
The problem of upside-down SH-wave records derived from single-component S waves thus potentially affects stations with ray-arrival azimuths subparallel to north-south or east-west. Taymaz et al. (1991a,b) did not say which of their SH waves were from single-component records. For example, there is no way of knowing from their (1991a) text that their SH-waveform for BUL was apparently from a single component record, but their waveform for neighbouring WIN was apparently correctly derived as a component of a horizontal vector sum. For a worst-case damageassessment to their results all SH waveforms from near any of these azimuths should thus be regarded as potentially derived from single-component records, and thus potentially 1964.10.6 1965.3.9 1981.12.19 1981.12.27 1983.8.6 1985.4.30 SE Turkey 1964.6.14 polarity SH. If one forgets to do this, the resulting seismogram will have the wrong polarity, like the example from BUL. If one takes no action, SH-polarities for stations to the north from east-component records will automatically be correct. However, if one misinterprets this convention, one may instead reverse their polarity by mistake. Each SH-wave record that Taymaz ef al. (1991a, b) used from near either of these azimuths is thus potentially suspect. Many of their source orientations have an SH-wave nodal surface near one or other of these stations or groups of stations (Tables 1 and 2 ). This is precisely what would be expected if one or more of these records were upside-down and forced adjustment to the focal mechanism orientation in order to match its incorrect polarity, as is observed for their (1991a) solution for the 1968 event. A few of their solutions include no stations to either the north or south (Tables 3  and 4) , and are the only ones where this source of error for one or other of these two azimuths can definitely be excluded.
